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Asia, UK higher education and industry leaders to strengthen ties in 2-day
policy forum
Asian Higher Education ministry officials will strengthen collaboration with industry leaders
from East and Southeast Asian countries and the United Kingdom at the Higher Education
Regional Policy Forum on March 7 to 8, 2019 at the Conrad Manila, Pasay City.
This year’s Regional Policy Forum, with the theme “UK-East Asia University Partnerships for
Industry Engagement”, is organized by the British Council in the Philippines and co-hosted
by the Commission on Higher Education (CHED).
Close to eighty university engagement managers, researchers, policy-makers, and
innovation and entrepreneurship managers across Asia will share and discuss trends in
university-industry interaction, partnership models, strategies and platforms for UK and Asian
higher education institutions to deepen university-industry collaboration.
CHED Chairman Dr. J. Prospero E. De Vera III, who will deliver the keynote address of the
said event, reiterated the importance of expanding collaboration between universities and
industries for the internationalization of higher education and competitiveness.
"CHED, in partnership with the British Council, has been helping Filipino students and faculty
members through expanded scholarships to joint degree programs and research. This
partnership expands to university partnerships for industry engagement--a step that ensures
the Duterte administration’s promise of sustainable human capital development,” De Vera
said.
British Council in the Philippines Country Director Pilar Aramayo-Prudencio is also optimistic
on how Philippines and other East Asian countries can benefit from UK universities expertise
in creating opportunities for research, innovation and entrepreneurism through universityindustry engagement.
“Universities play a key role in the innovation agenda. The United Kingdom, through its
universities, has a solid track record of developing research and innovation with strong
industry engagement. By linking British universities with Philippines and East Asian
institutions, we aim to share the UK’s expertise and support the countries’ aspirations to give
their higher education sector a competitive edge,” Aramayo-Prudencio said.
The forum is a part of a series of interconnected activities to support higher education
internationalization through focused discussions, and by showcasing UK and Asian countries’
strengths. Invited experts are expected to discuss the following: 1) collaborative university-

industry models; 2) university-industry partnerships in East Asia; 3) relevance of universityIndustry engagement to students and graduates; and, 4) UK knowledge exchange models.
Participants will also have a chance to explore the Laguna campus of De La Salle University
on the second day and be acquainted with DLSU’s strategy in terms of the university’s
partnerships for industry engagement.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Commission on Higher Education (CHED) was created on May 18, 1994 through the passage of
Republic Act No. 7722, or the Higher Education Act of 1994. The Commission catalyzes a Philippine higher
education system that is locally responsive and globally competitive and serves as a force for lifelong learning,
innovation, and social and cultural transformation. www.ched.gov.ph
The British Council is the UK’s international organisation for cultural relations and educational opportunities.
We work with over 100 countries in the fields of arts and culture, English language, education and civil
society. Last year we reached over 75 million people directly and 758 million people overall including online,
broadcasts and publications. We make a positive contribution to the countries we work with – changing lives
by creating opportunities, building connections and engendering trust. Founded in 1934 we are a UK charity
governed by Royal Charter and a UK public body. We receive 15 per cent core funding grant from the UK
government. www.britishcouncil.org

